Nek2B stimulates zygotic centrosome assembly in Xenopus laevis in a kinase-independent manner.
Pronuclear migration and formation of the first mitotic spindle depend upon assembly of a functional zygotic centrosome. For most animals, this involves both paternal and maternal contributions as sperm basal bodies are converted into centrosomes competent for microtubule nucleation through recruitment of egg proteins. Nek2B is a vertebrate NIMA-related protein kinase required for centrosome assembly, as its depletion from egg extracts delays microtubule aster formation from sperm basal bodies. Using Xenopus as a model system, we now show that protein expression of Nek2B begins during mid-oogenesis and increases further upon oocyte maturation. This is regulated, at least in part, at the level of protein translation. Nek2B protein is weakly phosphorylated in mitotic egg extracts but its recruitment to the sperm basal body, which occurs independently of its kinase activity, stimulates its phosphorylation, possibly through sequestration from a phosphatase present in mitotic egg cytoplasm. Importantly, although Nek2B is not required to organize acentrosomal microtubule asters, we show that addition of either active or kinase-dead recombinant Nek2B can restore centrosome assembly in a dose-dependent manner to a depleted extract. These results support a model in which maternal Nek2B acts to promote assembly of a functional zygotic centrosome in a kinase-independent manner.